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Part I 
The first six songs were written independently of one another. With the exception of Out on the 
Lawn (electronics by Aprille Tang, violin by Tim Kim), all parts were performed by Kamerin 
McDonald.  
Instrumentation: vocals, acoustic piano, acoustic guitar, percussion, Leslie Organ, and Korg M50 
Workstation.  
 

Part II 
Complicated Matters is a conceptual narrative piece inspired by the idea that, in a deeply emotional 
exchange with another person, the words we use are only able to convey a fraction of what we 
communicate. The piece was conceived, composed and performed for the Signal Flow Music & 
Sound Art Festival at Mills College in 2014; it comprised the musical portion of Kamerin’s thesis for 
the Graduate Composition program.  
 
Each section of Complicated Matters represents a different stage of a single, emotional conversation 
between two people attempting to reconcile painful differences of opinion: The lyrics represent the 
verbal exchange of this conversation; their sparse, repetitive, and relatively mundane nature is 
intended to illustrate the limited power of words. Throughout the piece, the intensity, presence, and 
relationship of the instrumentals to the vocals fluctuates, suggesting the very human struggle to 
remain articulate in an emotional conversation.  
 
The instrumentals (string quartet, percussion, acoustic and electric guitar) that precede, follow 
support, and at times, envelop the vocals throughout the piece are meant to represent the more 
visceral, nonverbal experience of the conversation. In sections A & B, these instrumentals precede 
(and perhaps, they are what inspires) the conversation; they begin delicately, as an inkling of a 
feeling, before unfolding into a richer, more complex and multi-layered sound that builds, as the 
emotions develop, as so to nearly overwhelm the listener before the conversation begins.  


